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ACADEMICS

Graded math papers went home last week.
English and Reading grades are in their
notebooks that they keep in the classroom.
Since the internet was down last week, I was
unable to print out the rest of the grades, but I
will send them home this week. Grades are
inflated right now because we are doing
everything together in class. We will slowly be
weaning off of this, and so grades will most
likely reflect this as we move through the year.

In Math we are reviewing for the test. We will
begin the 2nd chapter on Thurs.

Midterm grades will go home on Monday,
September 16th.

I administered the Spelling pre-assessment
last week and the correct materials have been
ordered for each student, based on their
understanding of spelling patterns. When they
arrive, we will begin the spelling program.

MATH TEST on Wednesday. Practice
test going home today. Social Studies
quiz moved to Thurs to avoid
conflicting with Math test.

If you haven’t done so yet, log onto the
Accelerated Reader website to keep track of
how your child is doing on their comprehension
quizzes.

In Reading, we are continuing our novel
study of Stone Fox. We are discussing
how to stop and check for
comprehension as we read.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK:
I hope you all can make it to the Sock Hop at
the Soda Shop this Friday! It goes from 5:30-7
and students can wear their 1950’s style outfits
to school this Friday. Hot dog and chili dog
dinners and ice cream will be served, and
there will be games, dancing, and contests!

Oren maintains a positive attitude, and his
participation in class discussions is always ontopic and meaningful. Thanks for paying
attention in class and sharing all of your ideas,
Oren!

